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ANNUAL REPORT
FY2019 |  July 2019 - June 2020
This annual report covers the 2019 fiscal year, July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020, and is prepared
pursuant to the ABA Standards and Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools 601(c)(3). It
highlights and documents the innovative work of the George R. Farmer, Jr. Law Library. Featured is
data regarding the physical space, resources, collection, programs, and services. This annual
report is a tool to evaluate the adequacy of our resources and services.
The 2019-2020 academic year might best be described as an adventure into uncharted territory.
The year began on a positive, if customary note. The fall semester featured a dual focus on student
outreach and scholarly communication. The Scholarly Audit Workshop conducted for law faculty
discussed the importance of impact metrics and previewed the anticipated spring 2020 roll out of
Selected Works Profiles for law faculty. The announcement of the addition of Procertas, a self-
directed learning tool for the mastery of the legal technology, required to be successful in the
practice of law, a new exam repository, and the updated study aids research guide are highlights of
student outreach. We also began new initiatives targeting the bench, bar, and residents of West
Virginia with the development of a new West Virginia legal resources guide.
In March 2020,  a global pandemic required a quick and significant shift of focus to enable the law
library to continue to meet the legal information needs of our students, faculty, University, bench
and bar, and residents of the State. We learned to embrace change and flexibility in a manner that
required us to become nimble. Our remote access research guide and our virtual leisure guide
targeted the unprecedented circumstances of the pandemic. As part of our efforts to restructure
services and ensure continued access to and delivery of legal information, we added two significant
digital collections. The addition of the West Academic Study Aids Collection and the Wolters Kluwer
Study Aids provided digital access to key titles in our collection used by students and faculty in
pursuit of their legal education. Perhaps our most defining accomplishment of the academic year
was our ability continue to provide access to information and reference and research services to
our students, faculty, the West Virginia University community at large, the residents of West
Virginia and the bench and bar while taking the necessary precautions to protect all involved.
I am fortunate to work with a dedicated team of experts whose focus is to meet the legal
information needs of the students, faculty, bench and bar, and citizens of the State of West
Virginia.
Caroline L. Osborne, Esq.
Associate Professor of Law and Director of the Law Library
December 2020
Message from the Director
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LIBRARY EXPENDITURES
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